
 What is Net Neutrality?: 

This Great Video Is a Two-

Minute Primer to Net Neu-

trality 

 -  Office on the iPad: Mi-

crosoft Office Is Finally on 

the iPad, Available for 

Download Now 

 Phone Photography: The 

Differences Between a 

DSLR and Smartphone 

Camera, in Video Form 

 It’s Time to Go Camping: 

FreeCampsites.Net Guides 

You to Wallet-Friendly 

Outdoor Adventures 

 Amazing Photography: 

What is the most amazing 

photograph you have ever 

taken? 

Online Reviews: A User’s Guide to User Reviews 

1. Be skeptical—You don’t know whether the strangers who write the reviews 

have actually used the product and are telling the truth or whether they’re 

shills paid $1 to $10 per review, such as those uncovered in an investigation last 

year by Schneiderman’s office. It snared 19 companies that pumped out thou-

sands of fake consumer reviews on such websites as Yelp, Google+ Local, Yahoo 

Local, CitySearch, and InsiderPages.com. 

2. Don’t try to guess which reviews are true—Some well-intentioned consumer 

advice recommends that you try to be a truth detective and scrutinize reviews 

for signs of fakery. But when Cornell researchers asked undergraduates to de-

termine which of the 800 user reviews for 20 Chicago hotels were phony and 

which were real, the students showed no ability to do so.  

3. Don’t rely on reviewer reviews—Publishers of user reviews have come up 

with a variety of safeguards to prevent bogus write-ups. When the University of 

Illinois in Chicago analyzed 5.8 million user reviews of electronics, books, music, 

and DVDs on Amazon.com, they noticed something unusual. Many of them 

were from “trusted reviewers” who had written thousands of them.  

4. Check the criteria—Root around sites with user reviews to find out exactly 

how the publishers manipulate, filter, and use them. OpenTable, for example, 

says that its reviews must “pass our standards and guidelines for publication.”  

5. Look for verified standards—To get eBay’s Top Rated Plus seal, which pushes 

its best merchants to the top of its rankings, sellers must maintain a good track 

record with known users.  

6. Rely most on objective evaluations—Your best sources of information are 

those based on scientifically sampled surveys, such as those produced by the 

nonprofit Consumers’ Checkbook. 

7. Use reviews for anecdotal wisdom—User reviews can provide helpful insight 

into product and service attributes that you might not have thought about on 

your own or that aren’t spelled out in product descriptions or photos. [More] 

TOP VIDEO OF THE WEEK: The Best Shift Ever 

Titera’s Titbit: Martin Luther King, Junior 

Just after 6 p.m. on April 4, 1968, Martin Luther King Jr. 

is fatally shot while standing on the balcony outside his 

second-story room at the Lorraine Motel in Memphis, 

Tennessee. The civil rights leader was in Memphis to 

support a sanitation workers' strike and was on his way 

to dinner when a bullet struck him in the jaw and sev-

ered his spinal cord. King was pronounced dead [More] 
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